Why Work with Hexagon as Your Google Partner?

With more than 1 billion active users, Google Maps is the world’s most popular online map platform. But, it’s much more than an app on a smartphone. It’s a powerful set of APIs you can leverage to embed maps and location-based capabilities into your websites and apps that benefit your customers, site visitors, employees, and even your community.

A partnership with Hexagon can help you leverage Google Maps and Google Cloud products into further business success.
Experience

As a Premier Partner for Google Maps Platform and Google Cloud Platform, Hexagon works with more than 300 active Google Maps customers in retail, e-commerce, real estate, sharing economy and emerging technologies, transportation and fleet management, and government. We’ve also been awarded the Location-Based Services specialization badge and have been recognized by Google for multiple Partner of the Year Awards.

Expertise

Hexagon has committed, Google-certified engineering resources to help you configure and optimize Google API calls based on dozens of uses cases and usage patterns. We have strong expertise in configuring both the Places API and Autocomplete API. Our Google-certified engineers will work with you to create an API optimization strategy to limit consumption and reduce cost.

Flexible Billing and Pricing

For Google Maps Platform, Google Cloud Platform, and GSuite, Hexagon has the ability to offer you flexible payment terms and offline billing options, instead of the direct, online, credit card-only billing Google offers. If you use multiple Google products, Hexagon is also able to unify your billing into one statement for easier management and payment.

Custom Analysis and Reports

To better provide billing transparency and understanding, Hexagon provides custom reports and BigQuery/DataStudio dashboard environments that let you see, explore, and visualize API consumption and credit utilization for both the Google Maps and Google Cloud Platforms.

Dedicated Service and Support

Hexagon has a dedicated team of Google-certified account managers and engineers on standby to provide direct technical support and troubleshooting over the phone or by email. We supplement Google’s online, ticket-based support by providing direct, human-oriented technical and account management support.

Contact Us

Make the most of Google Maps Platform and Google Cloud Platform for your business. Contact us today to find out more about working with Hexagon as your Premier Google partner.

About Hexagon

Hexagon is a global leader in sensor, software and autonomous solutions. We are putting data to work to boost efficiency, productivity, and quality across industrial, manufacturing, infrastructure, safety, and mobility applications.

Our technologies are shaping urban and production ecosystems to become increasingly connected and autonomous - ensuring a scalable, sustainable future.

Hexagon’s Geospatial division creates solutions that deliver a 5D smart digital reality with insight into what was, what is, what could be, what should be, and ultimately, what will be.

Hexagon (Nasdaq Stockholm: HEXA B) has approximately 21,000 employees in 50 countries and net sales of approximately 4.4bn USD. Learn more at hexagon.com and follow us @HexagonAB.
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